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the above essay. Naturally it has been a fruitful and stimulating
topic, particularly for Indian students who arc genuinely interested
in their country's welfare and future progress. In general, wo heartily
agreed with your exposition of Ahimsa, and felt impelled to incorpo-
rate this difficult but splendid principle into our lives.
At one point, however, both the students and I, their instructor,
have been unable clearly to understand the precise nature of
your views, I refer to your statement about the conduct of a. votary
of Ahimsa in case of war, particularly the following passage: 'When
two nations are fighting, the duty of a votary of Ahimsa is to stop
the war. He who is not equal to that duty, he who has no power
of resisting war, he who is not qualified to resist war, may take
part in war and yet whole-heartedly try to free himself, his nation,
and the world from war.' A little further on (discussing three methods
of recourse in case of the European War, for yourself): *.. . Or I
could participate in the war on the side of the Empire ai id thereby
acquire the capacity and fitness for resisting the violence of war.
I lacked this capacity and fitness, so I thought there was nothing
for it but for me to serve in the war.'
We should be deeply and humbly grateful, if you would ex-
pand and clarify this subject and your past and present viev/s upon
it, for the students of my class feel that they might soon have to
decide what their attitude toward an approaching conflict might
correctly be: whether they can adopt Ahimsa and yet conscientious-
ly—for any reason whatsoever—take part in war.
I trust that you will find it convenient to answer and set at
peace the hearts of fifty eager students and their equally interested
instructor*"
1 do not know that I need have suppressed the name
of the college or the names of the signatories. The learned
professor has sent me a stamped envelop for answer. This
presumes a personal reply. But I have only limited time at
my disposal, especially when I am nursing two precious
patients. I would not miss my weekly talk with the readers
of Harijan. I am therefore, with apologies to my corres-
pondent, combining two purposes to save my time.

